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Abstract: Different innovative web-based solutions have made wide-ranging global breakthroughs. Increasingly flexible initiatives are expected in the future from web-based solutions also in education and in developing expertise. Global changes reach individuals in their everyday life and web-based education enables the realization of lifelong learning in many ways. Traditionally, academic adult students' most central challenge has been the practical difficulties in participation: many connecting factors and responsibilities overlap in busy everyday lives. The new web-based teaching solutions have enabled participation in academic studies more equally and for an increasingly wider group. In practice, the development continues proceeding as a process of different experiments, mistakes and insights. In this article we present, with regard to pedagogical candidate level research methodology studies in Finland, the development of web-based studying and teaching, adult students' experiences and evaluation of their own learning and the experiences of teachers regarding challenges and future views of web-based teaching. Especially in web-based academic adult education the significance of the planning stage and web-based pedagogical and adult educational starting points are emphasized: flexibility, independence of time and place, intelligibility of high quality expert teaching and wider recognition of starting points of adult students.
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Academic adult education at the intersection of social equality, the education market and science foundation

Global technological, economic and social development requires the adults who struggle under the pressure of education and labour market to regularly update their knowledge and to learn new things. From the point of view of the education market, updating knowledge at the individual level maintains personal competitive ability and for its part also increases the meaningfulness of work and the controllability of the change (Molesworth, Nixon, and Scullion 2009). The increasing expert tasks in the working life in turn require the education systems to offer university level education and degree studies. University level adult education in Finland is arranged mainly as open university studies, continuing education and especially through a few conversion education and Master's degree programmes that have been aimed at adults. However, it is often demanding to adapt these studies to the adults' situations in life and to different starting points. Simultaneous individual, social and global preconditions set expectations, objectives and restrictions for the academic adult education. In the education market, academic adult education has become a commodity and capital to be purchased but when examined socio-politically the academic adult education should not only promote competitive ability but also more broadly the social equality and the strategy for lifelong learning (Cervero and Wilson 2001). These starting points that are sometimes laden with tensions become concrete in the operation of the open university when adults from different social and educational starting points make education choices based on accessibility and student centeredness. Furthermore, the promotion of scientific education and educating in the practices of scientific community are connected to the task of academic adult education, this is emphasized in particular in the study modules of the academic education which are related to research, bringing their own challenges for learning and teaching.
Web-based learning as a solution for academic adult education

High expectations are directed globally at adapting educational technology and web-based education in regard to lifelong learning and increasing equality. Web-based education, having grown during the last few decades, has indeed opened new opportunities for the attainment of the objectives of lifelong learning. However, the promise of the equality given by the technology has not become unambiguously fulfilled according to international studies (Selwyn, Gorard, and Furlong 2006). It is indeed important to analyse the social effects of technological solutions and to also critically examine it in the contexts of adult education.

A number of phenomena of the current time culminate in web-based academic adult education: demand for high-quality knowledge and skills, constant updating of knowledge and emphasis on individuality in many different ways (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). One of the challenges of adult education is time, obvious difficulties in the use of time and, on the whole, a changed attitude to time. Time must be controlled and the little time available must be used wisely (Rubenson and Desjardins 2009, 191; Southerton 2011). The many dimensions of the use of time appear particularly clearly when the academic adult students' everyday life is examined (Maunula 2014a; Maunula 2014b). Even though in the 2000s the new learning environments which utilize the technology have expanded, the full-scale utilization of their possibilities in the academic adult education is rather at an early stage.

E-pedagogical case story: Research methods in open university

In this article, we describe first the recent history of the pedagogical development of the web-based teaching and learning that has been carried out in our own department. Then we relate our own pedagogical case story of the study module in qualitative research methods (5 study credits). This course, which is part of the bachelor level studies, was carried out during the two study years in the open university, partly in different ways by different teachers, which gives the opportunity to compare different forms of implementation and pedagogical solutions related to them. Both writers have acted as the teachers of the study module. We describe and evaluate the functionality of the pedagogical manuscript and the areas of development of the two partly different study modules on the basis of the written student feedback material and our reflections on the teaching experiences. Finally we outline the future outlook for the web-based teaching of methodology.

Continuous development of web-based teaching

The different flexible web-based teaching solutions have already been at least in partial teaching use for several years at our university centre. During the last few years the ubiquitous learning environment has been developed (e.g. Hakala and Myllymäki 2013), in which e-learning and recorded materials, ease of participation in the teaching and paying attention to everyday starting points of the students have been at the center of the development. The needs for development have arisen from the practice and the objective has been to develop educational practices based on research and for the needs of adults students. The feedback and development ideas from the students have played a central part in this development.

The open university education at the university centre has also already been developed towards web-based education and e-pedagogically meaningful solutions for many years. Before a gradual technological turn, teaching of the research methods was also carried out as traditional lectures to attend to, which required travelling to the teaching locality for many of the students. Later on the lectures were transmitted online in real time, closer to the students to the different cooperation localities of the open university where the adult students met together with a tutor to attend. In this way the students avoided travelling, saved time and money and also the education was within reach of a wider group. In the following phase of development the lectures were saved for a limited period and the students were able to follow them virtually on their own
However, the lecture teaching was directed at the attendees and attention was not really paid to the virtual participants, for example, there was no interaction in addition to the live-chat. Also the possible teaching materials were delivered with delay.

After this the teaching has been transferred online more widely and it has been more pedagogically thought out. The accessibility of the education has improved but the challenges of web-based teaching and learning require further pedagogical consideration. In the web-based education of the open university the principles of the trialogical model of learning (Paavola and Hakkarainen 2009) are employed and the ubiquitous learning environment is sought after, which both emphasize the dialogical nature of adult student's already existing knowledge, the everyday operational contexts and the new educational contents.

**Two web-based implementations of the study module in qualitative research methods**

The altered conception of time, the understanding of the relative nature of scientific information and the versatile online possibilities offer plenty of areas of development for the teachers of research methods. In the following, we examine adult pedagogical hubs which have arisen in the implementation and development of the study module in qualitative research methods.

The pedagogical challenges in this study module rose from the heterogeneity of the students' educational backgrounds but also from the nature of the material to be studied. Students who are both at the beginning of their first studies on research methods and those with a Master's background, as well as even the postgraduate students from a parallel discipline, study in the open university's study groups. The challenge of teaching the qualitative research methods as part of the academic adult education is increased by the requirement of scientific thinking and the general academic expert skills such as scientific argumentation, science-based thinking and analysing the concept of scientific knowledge itself.

**Dividing teaching and supervision into sections**

Teaching and supervision in qualitative research methods (30 h) was carried out at both times of implementation in the Adobe Connect (AC) and Optima web-based environments. There were two student groups: 32 students the first time and 40 for the second. For the first time, the lectures and supervision were in real-time, and simultaneously as recorded evening lectures and supervision sessions within 3-4 weeks. Adult students could in this way choose either real-time participation or viewing the recorded material. Teaching was packaged in five lesson periods which contained both lectures and the students' interactive considerations and tasks in small groups. The evening lectures made participation possible but the scheduling proved to be heavy for the last sessions and for the consecutive evenings of the lengthy period both to the students and to the teacher.

The second time, teaching was as lectures in short 20-60 minute video and audio recordings in the Adobe Connect web-based environment. The recorded lecture proceeded according to the nature of the qualitative study process and they were published regularly every week. Splitting contents into smaller parts promoted the opportunity for learning with understanding, according to the students' experiences.

The interactive part was carried out this time as separate teacher's supervision sessions lasting about an hour, which could be participated in 'live' virtually or followed as a recorded sessions later on according to choice. Lightening the schedule and organizing the contents into separate, shorter parts helped some of the students who follow video recordings to pace their participation meaningfully from the learning point of view. According to the adult students' feedback the lecture type web-based teaching must be faster paced, expert in content and well organized. The adult students wanted to have exact schedules, high-quality material beforehand and on the whole they tried to maximize the effectiveness of their use of time. Lecture sessions
lasting several hours, which proceed as the teacher's loose narration and without the advance information of the sequence of contents are challenging for busy adults, in particular when followed as web-based recordings. The adult students were satisfied as a rule when they could participate virtually in the education and at a convenient time for themselves. The clear structure of the course and the clear appearance facilitated grasping the subject which was experienced as fairly difficult in content and pacing the learning process. A prior schedule was drawn up for teaching and supervision, with the purpose of bringing pace and shape to the study. However, the students experienced the given schedules individually: others found them helpful in progressing through the process, others were beleaguered by them and felt hurried in studying. At the planning stage of the study module there was an awareness of different adult students' time commitments and an attempt was made to pay attention to them by making self-directed progress possible.

Figure 1: The progress of the study module on qualitative research methods.

**Significance of the initial orientation**

To begin both the study modules the teacher gave a short online supervision session about the study module in which the students were allowed to participate synchronously online or to view recorded material later according to their own choice. The first supervision time was important to the parties: the teacher encouraged participation in the supervision and drawing up of such aims for the study module and for the smaller tasks that each adult student could genuinely learn and challenge themselves. From the students' point of view, meeting the teacher and the other
students online created an experience of community and lowered the threshold of requesting supervision during the study module. When working online, students want real personal contact (Hara and Kling 2000; Persell 2004; Wang 2009). Already the information about an accessible person inspired confidence. The e-learning platform was also used for asymmetric interaction during the study module. In addition to the materials to be distributed, it also contained a virtual discussion area which was utilized in communication and sharing information in the study module. The students gave good feedback on the supervision relating to the beginning of the study module and on the individual student study supervision during the study module.

Virtual interaction

In the first implementation, the video lectures contained the teacher's lecturing and small group discussion in the virtual small group space. The discussions were based on the short reflection tasks presented by the teacher and on longer (about 30-45 min.) cooperative exercises. These small group discussions were not videoed but the teacher could visit the virtual group spaces and participate in the discussion of the group. However, the groups presented their own tasks and results of their discussion in the shared virtual space so the students who viewed recorded lectures were able to follow the teacher's and the students' discussion for these parts. Students were able to decide whether to participate in real-time in the teaching or to view the video recordings later. The majority of the students chose working independently and watching the recorded lectures afterwards.

In the second time of implementation there was separate web-based supervision for studying and the contents of the study module were available for the students in addition to the lecture recordings. The supervision was available online in real time and these supervision sessions were also recorded. The supervision questions presented during the study module were connected to contents or to completing the course. The web-based interaction connected to the study contents was regarded as significant even though the threshold for posing questions in the supervision situation which was to be recorded was regarded as high. The students were nervous about speaking, particularly about recording their own questions to be seen and heard by the other participants.

The participation of a few students enlivened and also supported the viewers of the recorded sessions in analysing the contents. It was seen in the student feedback how following an interactive discussion and the questions posed by other students had helped their own learning (see Wang 2009, 10). It was easy to identify with another student and the discussion that had taken place was experienced as significant for learning even when viewed as recorded material. Many of the students were also sorry that they had not found time for real-time discussion about study content. From the point of view of the teacher and the fellow students, the commitment of a few students to the real-time interaction was an extremely important factor which deepened the demanding contents naturally. An adult student who participated in a web-based study module for the first time describes this experience as follows:

The students participating through the web created a feeling as if you were one of them. The more questions the web-students asked, the better. The questions were exactly the ones that I was also thinking about. (---) As I viewed the video recordings afterwards, I did not get answers to many of my questions. When completing tasks in particular, you sometimes feel quite lost. If I got only little sidetracked from the subject in the live-situation, the teacher or the students would be able to direct me to the right track. There is no possibility for this now and I think it is really bad. (Student A12)

From the point of view of the freedom of self-study and anticipated effectiveness as well as learning, the relation of meaningful interaction in studying proved sometimes to induce tension from the student's point. Some of the students indeed re-evaluated their choice of the form of
In some ways the compulsory communication with the others and at the same time the teacher's (perhaps only once) feedback would be appropriate. (Student A15)

Learning was made more difficult by my own decision to study independently. It is worth taking part in the web-based lectures. (Student A16)

I would absolutely like to know if I have learned the matters correctly. I mean before the examination. When I completed tasks, for example, I did not know if I had understood the matters correctly. (Student A14)

The students who viewed recorded materials afterwards at the second time of implementation had a different experience of the significance of interaction. Virtual interaction was minor as a whole and it concentrated mainly on the weekly supervisory meetings. In the teacher-led shared supervision sessions to be recorded the interaction did not stretch to be the students' shared analytical discussion and the dialogue was of a question-and-answer type between the teacher and the students. As one of the students put it: “Because I was not in contact with the students and the lecturer during the teaching, I have not experienced a concrete sense of community in this context. At this stage it seems to me that I have to go alone on this road to be able to study at my own pace.” (Student B1.)

Based on the feedback material, it is still good to offer and to develop different ways of participation (see Makkonen 2003; Persell 2004). In web-based teaching, the anonymous participation in the interactive situations should indeed be made possible better than before. On the other hand, the anonymity increases the feeling of distance and may also partly disturb interaction.

**Supporting the learning process with a learning diary, intermediate tasks and support materials**

In addition to viewing the lectures, the completion of the study module required the student to write an online learning diary on a separate e-learning platform. This element was inherited from an earlier study module and proved to be a valuable tool for documenting the learning process. The diary had to contain consideration for the lecture themes and exercises which comply with the stages of the qualitative research process as well as the student's reflection on their own learning. When a student wrote the learning diary regularly on the e-learning platform, the teacher could virtually follow the students' learning process, for example, the understanding of concepts. It was also possible to reflect on the teaching content to be recapped or further explored from the student's writing (see Persell 2004). The tight teaching schedule and, on the other hand, the freedom that was offered to the students concerning their own scheduling disturbed the full-scale utilization of this possibility that promotes asynchronous interaction in the teaching. For the students, writing was both a challenge and an element which deepened learning and made it visible.

The learning diary was an efficient tool for opening the concepts for myself. (Student A2)

The study diary was very multiform and required much work but at the same time it was also extremely educational. (Student B2)

Without the practical tasks the contribution would have been smaller. Now the matter had to be understood and applied by oneself. (Student B3)
According to the students, the exercises that were carried out during the study module made concrete the stages of the study process. The meaningfulness of the tasks was increased by a possibility to connect them to a planned small-scale study, the planned contents and the methods of carrying out the research. Many of the students indeed aimed at utilizing the method studies in the seminar work in pedagogics. Also the possibility of choosing the contents of tasks increased their meaningfulness.

The written materials and video recordings of the study module were distributed to the students through the e-learning platform. Literature to be examined, in particular the handbook-like source on methods (Patton 2002) in English was challenging for a large portion of the students. Because of this there was also virtual support material available for the students at the first time of implementation. It was often regarded as useful as the next quotation shows: “The hints to the supplementary material were extremely comprehensive and it seems that acquiring them has been made extremely easy for the students” (Student A15).

The students reflected on their whole learning process in the last exercise of the learning diary. Reflection also on the virtual examination as a part of the learning process was made possible when the learning diary was returned after the examination.

Open book – applied virtual examination

The intensive duration of the study module was about one month, a period for which the teaching recordings and the web-based supervision had been scheduled. After the lecture recordings, web-based supervision, practice tasks and writing the learning diary, the students participated in the online examination from their home computers. The students could take the examination from their home computer during a certain examination period. The examination was so called open book-examination, in which the study material, in other words, the methodology literature to be examined and the lecture notes were allowed to be present and the tasks were applied exercises. The examination which evaluated understanding of the methodological concepts and principles, perception of the study process and the ability to read the scientific research reports with understanding, together with its applied tasks, was at its best regarded as a learning situation which deepened and collated what had already been learned: “Also the examination as a whole aided understanding” (Student A4).

Technological learning and teaching environment

The technological learning environment of the web-based teaching was comprised of technical equipment (in this case Adobe Connect real-time video and audio connection and Optima e-learning platform) and of the teachers' and the students' e-learning backgrounds of experience and from the technical support available. Good knowledge of the technological equipment to be used and foresight relating to the technology are central in the planning of the study module from the point of view of the success of web-based education. As we teachers, many of the students in the open university already had experience in operating in these web-based environments. However, the introduction of new features in the teaching (for example, the virtual small group space) in addition to the basic use of familiar environments required some practice from the teacher and also produced technical surprises, such as difficulties for the students in accessing the video recordings.

After pedagogical reflection

Teacher's role in the web-based education

In web-based teaching the teacher's role is significant (Huang 2002; Maor 2003; Wallace 2003). The teacher is often both the expert of the contents of the field and the writer of the e-
pedagogical manuscript, the supervisor of learning and the inventor of technical solutions for e-learning (Hämäläinen and Väähäsaninen 2011). The teachers' attitude to the web-based teaching and to developing one's own teaching is central. In comparison to the traditional lecturing which takes place in the classroom, the cyclical stages of planning and developing are strongly emphasized in the web-based teaching.

In the beginning of the education, realizing the different starting points of the students and the teacher's meta speech about studying, teaching and of the different starting points of the adult students' studying are significant. In this way the teacher brings out the fact that the adult students' diversity, different everyday commitments and needs are recognized. Also different emotions were connected to the adult student's learning process, the experience of becoming accepted and the understanding attitude which was conveyed by the teacher brought calmness and confidence to the learning process according to the students' experiences (see Dirkx 2008; Hara and Kling 2000; Huang 2002; Zembylas 2008). The significance of the teacher as an encourager and a supporter of the learning could encourage the adults to critically reflect, to think about their own starting points, their objectives and on the whole to deepen the meaningfulness of the subject to be studied. The web-based teaching of the qualitative research methods in question had been designed to be rather student centered according to the students' evaluations.

The traditional lecture teaching cannot be moved online as such but it must be designed to a new pedagogical model as a whole. According to our earlier experience (Isosomppi and Maunula 2014), multiform web-based teaching where the students can participate live as face-to-face and/or virtually online in real time is challenging for the teacher and dissipates concentration of all the participants. Because of this it is justifiable in some cases to maintain the teaching just as web-based or as traditional teaching. From the point of view of participant friendliness it would be desirable for the recorded teaching to be fluent and pleasant to view. It is an advantage for the teacher to gain personal experiences of participation from different web-based situations which can be mirrored in one's own web-based teaching. Of course, the lecture recordings can be edited and indeed that is partly done but it is not the most efficient way of action time-wise or economically.

**Meaningfulness of the contents**

Experienced meaningfulness of the subject which is studied and examined through research promotes the commitment to it (also Donovan, Green, and Mason 2014; Leonard, Becker, and Coate 2005). The teacher becoming conscious of the different starting points of the participants, objectives and already existing knowledge can be challenging in web-based teaching. The knowledge relating to research was far removed from the adult students' everyday experiences and a genuine surface of contact with the subject was a thin one. Optionality in regard to methods of studying and, on the other hand, possibility to connect the matters to be studied to the learner's own experiences were important adult pedagogical starting points in the planning and implementation of also this study module. The idea of trialogical learning (Paavola and Hakkarainen 2009) according to which the contents to be learned have genuine connections to the reality and the utility value, is important in particular in the adult education where it is expected that the expertise and the knowledge and skills are expressed in the genuine operational contexts.

In web-based teaching the different applied tasks which enable the adult students' individuality were also an essential part of teaching the research methods. For example, the task assignments which directed the students to think for themselves made making choices of contents possible for the students, so that the contents would be genuine and useful from the adult students' point of view. The multidisciplinary approach and its appreciation, even though the teacher could not master all the themes to be processed, was and should be even more strongly an objective – the problems of the expert contexts are not restricted to only one field of knowledge and the solutions can be creative and diverse (Billett 2001).
The majority of the students who gave feedback experienced that they had learned the contents of the study module, in other words, the research process and gained more courage both in regard to contents and in e-learning. However, we neither have the reflections of the students who had discontinued the study module nor the exact number of them, which according to a rough estimate is about 20%, for our use. Perhaps their possibly critical analyses would bring new valuable dimensions to evaluation, planning and development of the teaching. On the other hand, there was also criticism and development proposals in the reflections of the students who had completed the study module, in other words, the feedback information was versatile in content. When reading and evaluating the learning diaries and examination answers, the image of multi-levelled learning processes became concrete.

The pedagogical interaction binds and intensifies feedback and learning

Some of the students were satisfied with as independent a way as possible to study, some wished for more interaction to support learning in their feedback. From the teacher's point of view the lesser interaction was an e-pedagogical challenge. When interaction diminishes, the teacher's uncertainty about the possible grey areas of the subject matter, clear misunderstandings or mistaken interpretations increase. The students are also not developing the central academic skill of argumentation. The teacher is not aware of what the students are thinking, which could be more obvious in direct communication. The students' thoughts can remain their own to the end of the course, even until returning the learning diary. From the point of view of the continuity of the learning process it would be ideal if the teacher could, within resources, still arrange a web-based feedback discussion at the end of the course where the teacher would sum up the contributions of the study module, crystallize the core contents of the students' learning outputs and outline the possible future directions of the learning process. At the end of the study module every student got a grade and a verbal feedback, however, this was brief due to the teacher's limited time resources.

Conclusions

The keys for the success in the web-based teaching are the sufficient knowledge of the starting points of participants in the teaching, strong knowledge of contents and a creative attitude to the online possibilities and, on the other hand, the realization of restrictions. It is probably not worth aiming for the ultimate right way to implement web-based teaching, the development is a constant attempt to do better.

With the high-quality e-pedagogical planning, such as by pacing the teaching, and with the application tasks that have been meaningfully placed in the teaching material as well as with the low-threshold supervision, the teacher can facilitate the adult student's learning process. The constant reflection and development cycle are emphasized, also the starting points of the participants, e-pedagogical and adult pedagogical principles, such as flexibility and the independence of time and place need to be paid attention to. Also the teachers' cooperation, the reflection and envisioning the new promote the high quality and expanding use of web-based methods.

Technology is a tool and an enabler of studying the core contents. Attention should be directed at the contents instead of technical points and, in particular where adult students are concerned, to their earlier experiences, matters to be learned and their application value, for example, in working life where an increasingly high level of competence is required.

The utilization of new innovative online possibilities makes lifelong learning, participation in the adult education and the expanding of the own know-how possible which is positively reflected also in the context of work and in the society. In the future the multi-dimensional e-learning will be a growing trend – also in academic contexts as well as in other
parts of the society, the learning experiences of the participants and the renewing needs and their conscious reflection are at the core of the continuous development.
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